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DEFINABILITY THEOREM FOR THE INTUITIONISTIC

PREDICATE LOGIC WITH EQUALITY

CHIHARU MIZUTANI

Introduction

Svenonius' definability theorem and its generalizations to the infinitary
logic Lωiω or to a second order logic with countable conjunctions and dis-
junctions have been studied by Kochen [1], Motohashi [2], [3] or Harnik
and Makkai [4], independently. In this paper, we consider a (Svenonius-
type) definability theorem for the intuitionistic predicate logic IL with
equality.

First we recall Svenonius' theorem and Motohashi's theorem. Suppose
that Lj is a first order logic with equality, L2 is a second order logic with
countable conjunctions and disjunctions and L is either Lx or L2. Let P
be a k-axy predicate constant not in L, T(P) a set of sentences (resp.
negative sentences) in LX{P) (resp. L2(P)). In the case of L = L2, we assume
that the set of individual free variables are divided into two infinite dis-
joint sets X and Y. Now, consider the following three conditions:

( i ) For any models a, δ of T{P), a\L — b|L and a = h imply a = b.

(ii) T(P)\-UP) V?βl (Vΰ)(P(u) = ψlΰ)) for some formulas φix), , <pn(x)

in L.

(iii) T(P)\~UP)(yu){P{u) = φ(ΰ)) for some Motohashi P-formula φ(x) in

L(P) whose free variables are among x c X.

(See [3] or [4] about Motohashi P-formula in L(P).)
Then, Svenonius' theorem is that the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent
in the case of L — Lx and Motohashi's theorem is that the conditions (i)
and (iii), hence also (ii), are all equivalent in the case of L = L2.

When we study the relations between these conditions for the intui-
tionistic predicate logic IL, we must consider the following syntactical
condition (i)7 instead of the semantical condition (i).
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2 CHIHARU MIZUTANI

(i)' ΊsomL(I; P, Q), T(P), T(Q) Y-UPiQJ) (Vδ)(P(B) = Q(ΰ)\ where J is a
binary predicate constant not in L, Q is a &-ary predicate constant not in
L, T(Q) is the set of sentences obtained from T(P) by replacing all the
occurrences of P by Q, IsomL(7; P, Q) is the set of sentences expressing
that / is an isomorphism which is identity on the formulas in L and such
that it corresponds the predicate P to Q. Notice that the condition (i)'
is equivalent to (i) in the classical logic L. Therefore, by replacing (i) by
(i)', we can consider two possible questions, Ql: whether or not (i)' is
equivalent to (ii) in the case of L = IL, Q2: whether or not (iy is equi-
valent to (iii) in the case of L = IL. The answer for Ql is negative (A
counterexample will be given in § 4). On the other hand, the answer for
Q2, as it turns out, is affirmative. These are our assertions. Moreover
it should be noted that we can know these facts only by a syntactical
method.

This paper consists of four sections. After defining a Motohashi P-
formula explicitly in § 1, we shall state our Main theorem in § 2, which
will be proved in § 3. Our entire proof in § 3 will be carried out concretely
by a proof-theoretic method.

§ 1. Preliminaries

Let L be a first order language with equality symbol =, P and Q
two fixed &-ary predicate constant symbols not in L, and I a fixed binary
predicate constant symbol not in L. We distinguish free variables (denoted
by %> y> -'' with or without subscripts) from bound variables (denoted by
u,v,--> with or without subscripts) in L. Assume that the free variables
in L are divided into two infinite disjoint sets X and Y. We denote by
IL, the intuitionistic predicate logic with equality and by J5P, the logic
IL(P, Q, I) obtained from IL by adding all of P, Q and 7.

The class Jί(P) of Motohashi P-formulas in L(P) is the smallest class
satisfying the following three conditions:

(1) Each atomic formula in L whose free variables are among X is
in Jt{P).

(2) Each atomic formula in L(P) whose free variables are among Y
is in Jl(P).

(3) Jt(P) is closed under -i, Λ, V, =>, V and 3.

It should be noted that P(yu , yk) is in J£(P) for any yu , yk in Y but
P(xu - -, xk) is not in Jί{P) for any xu , xk in X.
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INTUITIONISTIC PREDICATE LOGIC 3

§2. Main Theorem

Let T(P) be a set of sentences in L(P) and T(Q) the corresponding
set of sentences of L(Q) formed by replacing the occurrences of P every-
where by Q. Suppose Isom^/; P, Q) is the set of sentences:

(Vu)Qυ)I(u,ϋ), (Vυ)(Zu)I(u9ϋ)

(VS)(Vϋ)(I(S, D) . =) . η(ΰ) = ?(D)) ,

where 27 (x) is an atomic formula in L; the sequences ϊ/ and v of bound

variables have the same length and if U = <#!, , un}9 v = ζvl9 , vn}9

then J(iZ, v) is an abbreviation for I(uu υ^A Λl(un9 vn). Then our Main

theorem states:

MAIN THEOREM (Definability theorem for the intuitionistic predicate

logic). The following two conditions are equivalent:

( 1 ) IsomL(Z; P, Q), Γ(P), Γ(Q) μ , (VS)(P(δ) = Q(S».

( 2 ) T{P)\—JUP)(yu)(P(u)~φ{ΰ))for some Motohashί P-formula φ(x)

in L(P) whose free variables are among x <Ξ X>

Remark. Unfortunately, the condition (2) does not mean that T(P)
defines P explicitly, because φ may have the predicate symbol P. But, we
can not take P(x) itself as <p(x)9 since P(x) is not a Motohashi P-formula
in L(P). I am sure that our Main theorem is the most general form of
Svenonius-type definability theorem that we can hope for in the case of
the intuitionistic predicate logic. The reason for this contention will be
discussed in §4.

§ 3. A proof of Main theorem

Throughout this section, we assume that the language L has no
individual constant symbol or function constant symbol but that it has
two propositional constant symbols T> J_ for simplicity and that the logic
IL (hence IL(P),&) is formulated in Gentzen style whose axiom sequents
are as follows:

(1) — • ! " .

( 2 ) _ L — • .
( 3) > x — x9 where x is a free variable.

( 4 ) E(xu yd, , E(xm, yn), R(xl9 , xm) > R(yl9 , ym)9

where R is an m-ary predicate constant symbol, xu , xm and yl9 , ym
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are free variables, and E(xi9 y^ is an equality chain for xt to yt for each

1 < i < m, that is, E(xi9 y^ is a set of the form {El9 , ϋJJ such that for

each 1 < j < π, Z^ is a formula either of the form z5 = z,+1 or zJ+1 = ^ ,

and 2j = Xj, £w + 1 = yi9 where zί9 , zn+ί are free variables.

An axiom sequent of the form (4) is called an axiom sequent for the

predicate R9 and if all E(xu yt) are empty sets in (4) then it (i.e., an axiom

sequent of the form R(xl9 , xm) > R(xί9 , xm)) is said to be an identity

axiom sequent for R, otherwise, it is said to be an equality axiom sequent

for JR. We use the usual inference rules (for example, rules in LJ). By

^quantification rules, we mean the quantification rules whose principal

formulas have the predicate I. For any language Ln, a quantification

rule whose principal formula is in Ln is called an Ln-quantification rule.

LEMMA 1. Suppose that φ(P; y) is a Motohashi P-formula in L(P) and

y is a finite sequence of distinct free variables including all members of Y

occurring in φ. If a sequence y', whose length is the same as that of y,

consists of distinct free variables not occurring in φ, then

lsomL(I; P, Q) (-, I(y, y') > φ(P; y) ~ φ(Q; yf).

Lemma 1 is easily proved by induction on the complexity of φ(P; y)

from the definition IsomL(J; P, Q)9 and if we use this lemma, it is obviously

shown that the condition (2) implies the condition (1) in our Main theorem.

Now we proceed to prove that (1) implies (2). For this it is sufficient

to show that the following theorem holds.

THEOREM. Suppose that x is a finite sequence of distinct free variables

and θ(P;x), ψ(Q;x) are formulas in L(P)9 L(Q)9 respectively, all of whose

free variables are chosen from x. If

ΊsomL(I;P,Q)\-,θ(P;x) >ψ(Q;x),

then there exists a Motohashi P-formula φ(x) in L(P) whose free variables

are among x such that the two sequents

θ(P;x) >φ(x) and φ(x) > ψ(P; x)

are both provable in IL{P).

Proof of theorem. We assume that

IsomL(7; P, Q) μ , Θ(P; x) • ψ(Q; x).
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INTUITIONISTIC PREDICATE LOGIC 5

Then, for some finite subset J of IsomL(Z; P, Q), we get a derivation in

j£?(say, @ι) which has the sequent

J, Θ(P; x) • ψ(Q; x)

as its end-sequent. The sequential transformations Step 1 —Step 5 men-

tioned below give us a tree form Θ& that is enough for us to prove the

theorem in a simpler manner.

Step 1: Elimination of the equality axiom sequents for the predicate L

Step 2: Elimination of the cut rules.

Step 3: Specialization of the /-quantification rules.

Step 4: Elimination of the identity axiom sequents for the predicate I.

Step 5: Elimination of the left weakening rules with respect to the

predicate I.

We shall denote by &i+u the new tree form obtained from @i by

carrying out the transformation of Step i for each 1 < i < 5. Since a

new tree form ^t{i = 4, 5, 6) may contain topmost sequents which are not

axiom sequents in ££ or inference rules which do not belong to «£?, it is

not a derivation in j£?. But, for simplicity, it is also called a derivation

in Jδf as long as there is no confusion in proving the theorem.

We let I$(xy y) be an abbreviation for (3ι/)(3u)(x = u Λ y = v Λ I(u, v))9

and if x, y are sequences of free variables of the same length n, and ΐi, v

are sequences of bound variables of the same length n, then I^x, y) means

(3δ)(3ϋ)(x = u A y = v A I(U, v)) i.e., (3^)* -(3iO(3i>i)- * -(3ι>»)(*i = Mi Λ •

A xn = un Ayi = v, A"Άyn = vn A I{uu υ,) A Λ I(un, vn)).

Step 1. Elimination of the equality axiom sequents for the predicate L

LEMMA 2.1. The sequent

E(xu y,\ E(x2, y2), I,(xu x2) —-> It(yu y2)

is provable in 5£ without equality axiom sequents for I, where E(xiy ye) is

an equality chain for xt to yi (ί = 1, 2).

LEMMA 2.2. The following four sequents are provable in 3? without

equality axiom sequents for I:

( i ) (Vu)(3υ)I(u, v) > (yu)(3v)Uu, v) ,

(ii) <yϋ)(3u)I(u,υ)
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(iii) (Vδ)(VD)(VδO(VDθ(δ = v! A v = D' A I(δ', V) A P(δ) . 3 . Q(v)) A

(Vδ)(VD)(VδO(VDθ(δ = 5 ^ 0 = " ^ 1(5', DO Λ Q(υ) . 3 . P(ΰ))

— > (Vδ)(VD)(/t(δ, ϋ) . D . P(δ) = Q(D)) ,

(iv) (Vδ)(VD)(VδO(VDθ(δ = 5' Λ D = D' Λ J(δ', DO Λ Ί 0 ) . 3 . τ(D)) Λ

(VG)(VD)(VSθ(VDθ(S = B' Λ D = D' Λ 1(5', DO Λ ?(D) . 3 . η(ΰ))

> (Vδ)(VD)(It(δ, D) . =) . τ(δ) = 70)) ,

where η(x) is an atomic formula in L.

Now, for each set Γ of formulas in j£? we denote by J7*, the set of

formulas which results from Γ by replacing the parts of the form I(x, y)

in each formula in Γ by /#(x, y) simultaneously.

Let 3I{ be the tree form obtained from £bx by substituting Γ# -> θ# for

each sequent Γ -> θ which occurs in ^ . Let # t be the tree form obtained

from 3\ by adding, over the sequent 77# -> yl#, the derivation δ with end-

sequent 77# -> yl#, where the sequent W -> yl# ranges over all of the topmost

sequents in 3ι\> each of which is corresponding to an axiom sequent for

the predicate /, say Π -^ Λ; and the existence of the derivation δ is

guaranteed by Lemma 2.1. This 9X is a derivation with end-sequent J2™,

Θ(P; x) ->ψ(Q; x) in ££. If we put ^ 2 as follows, it becomes a derivation

in JδP with end-sequent ,/*, (P; x) —>ψ(Qί ̂ ) and without equality axiom

sequents for I. @2'

τ» ( a n element of J ^ Q ^ ^ ( P ^ x ) -> ψ(Q; 3c)(cut) ^

where «/* is the set obtained from J* by substituting: (Vι̂ )(3ί;)/#(ι/, v) by

(yu)(βυ)I(u, υ); <yϋ)(βu)Uu, v) by (Vι;)(3κ)I(κ, u); (Vδ)(VD)(Jt(δ, D). 3 . F(δ)

= G(ϋ)) by (Vδ)(VD)(VδO(VDθ(δ = s7 Λ D = D' Λ (/(δ', DO Λ F ( δ ) . =) . G(ϋ))

Λ (Vδ)(VD)(VδO(VDθ(δ = δ ; Λ D = ϋ7 Λ /(δ', DO Λ G(ϋ). =) . F(u))9 where

(F, G) is either the pair (P, Q) of the predicates or the pair (η, η) of an

atomic formula η in L. (This sentence is said to be of type (F, G).) The

existence of δx is guaranteed by Lemma 2.2. Double lines -—• mean that

cut-rules are applied j^-times for each element of ,/*.

Step 2. Elimination of the cut rules.

This transformation is done in the usual way for the derivation ^ 2 ,

and the new derivation @z satisfies the following conditions:

( a ) Its end-sequent is S*, Θ(P; x) > ψ(Q; x),
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( b ) It satisfies the eigenvariable conditions and it has no equality

axiom sequent for I nor cut-rule.

Step 3. Specialization of the /-quantification rules.

From the condition (b), S 3 has the subformula property. Formulas

which occur in each sequent in ^ 3 , therefore, are subformulas of the for-

mulas occurring in the end-sequent, and so each formula including the

predicate / is a subformula of a sentence i n / * .

DEFINITIONS. For each sentence φ in «/*, we define (̂ ?)-rules as follows:

( 1 ) φ = (Vu)(lv)I(u, v), then

where z is different from x and it does not occur in the lower sequent.

( 2 ) φ= (Vυ)(lu)I(u, V), then

Γ • θ

where z is different from x and it does not occur in the lower sequent.

( 3 ) φ is of type (F, G), then the rule (ψ) is either (φ\ or (φ\:

•I(xί,y'ύ- • r^I(x'n,y'n)Γ->F(x)Γ, G(y)-+Θ

( )
ψh Γ >Θ

where x, y, x\ ~yf are sequences of free variables with the same length n

and x! = <xί, , x^>, yf = (yi, ,y'n).

Let Si(^"*) be the union of J* and the set of all subformulas of a

sentence in »/* whose outermost logical symbols are one of 3 , V, 3. Let

Si(-?*) be the set of all subformulas of a sentence of type (F, G) in / *

whose outermost logical symbol is Λ.

LEMMA 3. Suppose that <€ is a subderίvatίon of @3 with end-sequent

Γ->θ, and Γ* is Γ - $(./*).

( i ) If Θ contains no element of S2(J*), then there is a der'vation Ή*

such that (1) its end-sequent is Γ* -> Θ, (2) it contains no I-quantίficatίon

rule, but it generally contains (ψ)-rules for each sentence φ in J*.

(ii) Otherwise, say Θ = {FjΛ ΛFn}, then there are n-derίvations <gu
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• , ̂ .n such that (1) their end-sequents are Γ* -> Fi9 , Γ* -> Fn9 respec-

tively, and (2) they contain no Lquantification rule9 but they generally con-

tain (φ)-rules for each sentence ψ in */*.

Proof of Lemma 3. We prove the Lemma by induction on the complexity

of the subderivation ^ of 2fz. If ^ is an axiom sequent then we have

nothing to prove, so we assume that # is not an axiom sequent. In this

case we divide the proof into several cases according to the last rule R

of <€. Here we take up only two cases, the proofs of all other cases being
similar to one or the other.

Case 1. R = (3->). In this case # is of the form:

R-
Ft

1.1 Suppose that Θ contains no element of S2(*f*).

1.11. Fιz>Fte SX{J?*). Then (Fι 3 F2, Γ)* = Γ*, and we may assume

that Fx 3 F2 is of the form x = *' Λ y = yf A I(x', y') A F(x). 3 . G(y),

without loss of generality. By the induction hypothesis on $ and Γ —> Ft

(resp. 8? and Γ, F2 —> θ), there are derivations gu , $n+z (n = length of

x) (resp. «^r*) which satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) on {FJ (resp. Θ) of

the Lemma. Then we put ^ * as follows:

J ( ^ Q Γ * I « ^ ) Γ * F ( ) Γ * G ( ) θ

where ^ is of type (F, G). This derivation # * is the one we wanted.

1.12. Fχ DF%ϊ SX(S*). In this case, F2 <z Sι(^*) and (F, 3 F2, Γ)* =

Fj 3 F ?, Γ*. By the induction hypothesis on £ and Γ -+Fλ (resp. ^" and

Γ, F2 -• 0), there is a derivation if* (resp. F*) such that the conditions

(1) and (2) hold. Hence we put ^ * as:

I** \&+

R Γ* > Fx Γ*, F2 > Θ
Fx 3 F29 Γ* • Θ

1.2. Not 1.1. Similar to case 1.1.

Case 2. R = (3 ->). V is of the form:
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R F(z\Γ
(lv)F(v),Γ >θ

where z does not occur in the lower sequent.

2.1. Suppose that θ contains no element of S2(</*).
2.11. (?ϋ)F(υ) e $(./*). Then ((lv)F(v), Γ)* = Γ* and &υ)F(ϋ) must

be either of the form (3υ)I(x9 υ) or of the form (lv)I(v, x). We may assume
that (3v)F(v) = (lϋ)I(x, υ). Hence F(z) = /(*, 2) έ $(./*). From the in-
duction hypothesis on <? and F(z), Γ -> Θ, we get a derivation if* which
satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). Take Ή* as

where φ = (Vu)(lv)I(u, v).

2.12. (Zϋ)F(ϋ) 6 S ^ * ) . Then F(z) g S ^ * ) , ((3ι;)F(u), Γ)* = (
.Γ*, and F(2:) must be a formula in L(P, Q). Hence R is an L(P, Q)-quantifi-
cation rule. By the induction hypothesis on $ and F(z), Γ -> θ, we get
a derivation $* which satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). It is enough
to take tf* as

i 6*

R F(z),Γ*—>θ m

(3ϋ)F(υ)9Γ*

2.2. Not 2.1. Similar to case 2.1.

Now we apply Lemma 3 for the derivation ^ 3 and its end-sequent
./*, Θ(P; x) ->ψ(Q; x), and we get a derivation S3* (say, ^4) such that:

(ay Its end-sequent is Θ(P; x) ->ψ (Q; x),

(c) No /-quantification rule occurs in it and it contains (9)-rules for
each sentence φ in »/*.

Moreover, it is obvious that ^ 4 satisfies the condition (b) and the
following condition:

(d) It has the 7-eigenvariable property, that is, at an instance of some
rule in 3f^ an atomic formula of the form I(x, y) occurring in the antece-
dent of the upper sequent but not occurring in the antecedent of the lower
sequent has the eigenvariables of the rule.
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Step 4. Elimination of the identity axiom sequents for the predicate I.

LEMMA 4. Suppose that B is a subderiυation of ^ 4 with end-sequent

Γ —> θ, and I(x, y) does not occur in Γ. Then there exists a derivation @*

such that (1) its end-sequent is Γ -> 0*, where θ* = θ — {I(x, y)} (hence it

is an empty set or Θ itself), (2) it contains no I-quantification rule, and it

contains (φ)-rules for φ = (Vu)(2v)I(u, υ) or (yϋ)(^u)I(u, v) and (φ)*-rules

for each sentence φ of type (F, G) in J>*, where a (φ)*-rule is either a (φ)*-

rule or a (<p)f-rule as follows:

( ) f Γ > x = xr Γ >y = y Γ • F(x) Γ, G(y) • Θ

(φ)f

r—>θ
Γ • x = xf Γ > y = y Γ > G(y) Γ, F(x)

Γ >θ

where Γ contains the set {I(x', y')} = {I(x[, yΊ), , I(x'n, y'n)} as a subset and

x> x\ y> yr are sequences of free variables with the same length.

Let ^ 5 be the derivation obtained from ^ 4 by applying the above Lemma

4 to ^ 4 and its end-sequent Θ(P; x) -+ψ(Q; x). Then S 5 clearly satisfies

the conditions (a)7 and (b). Moreover, none of the identity axiom sequents

for I are contained in ^ 5 because ^ 4 has the 7-eigenvariable property.

Step 5. Elimination of the left weakening rules with respect to I.

Any occurrence of an atomic formula of the form I(x, y) in the

antecedent of each sequent in ^ 5 is due to left weakening rules with re-

spect to I because ^ 5 has no axiom sequent for /. We then remove all

of the atomic formulas of the form I(x, y) occurring in the antecedent of

each sequent in ^ 5 and we add them to the antecedent of each topmost

sequent in ί̂ 5. In this manner we obtain a new tree form ^ 6 from ^ 5 .

If we admit, as an axiom sequent in Jδf, a new sequent obtained from an

axiom sequent by adding atomic formulas of the form I(x, y) in the

antecedent of it and also admit (0-rules for φ = (Vw)(3u) I(u, v) or (Vu)(3w)

I(u, v) and (̂ >)*-rules for a sentence φ of type (F, G) in ,/* as an inference

rule in Jίf, then ^ 6 becomes our desired derivation in JSP.

Therefore each sequent occurring in ^ 6 is of the form:

{I(x, y)}, Γ1(P), Λ(Q) > θι(P), Θ2(Q),

where x and y are sequences of free variables with the same length and if

x = (xl9 --,xn),y= O Ί , ,y ny, then{I(x, y)} means {I(xu yx), •..,.I(xn,yn)}.
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Besides, Λ(P), ΘX(P) are sets of formulas in L(P); Γ2(Q), Θ2(Q) are sets

of formulas in L(Q), and ΘX(P) U Θ2(Q) has at most one element.

DEFINITIONS. A 6-tuple Δ = <x, y; Γ^P), Γ2(Q); Θ^P), Θ2(Q)> is called

an I'partitίon of a sequent Γ ->Θ if it satisfies the conditions (l)-(3):

( 1 ) Γ-{I(x, y)} = Λ(P), Γ2(Q) and θ = Θ1(P), Θ2(Q).

( 2 ) x (resp. y) is a finite sequence of free variables which includes

all the free variables occurring in Γ1(P)Uθ1(P) (resp. Γ2(Q) U Θ2(Q)).

Furthermore, if a free variable xt of x occurs both in /\(P) U ΘX(P) and in

Γ2(Q) U Θ2(Q), then so is yt of y (with the same index), and vice versa.

( 3) /\(P), θx(P) (resp. Γ2(Q), Θ2(Q)) are sets of formulas in L(P) (resp.

L(Q)), and θi(P)Uθ2(Q) consists of at most one element.

A sequent is said to be Lpartitionable if it has an /-partition. It is

obvious that each sequent in ^ 6 is J-partitionable. This is due to the fact

that the end-sequent Θ(P; x) -> ψ(Q; x) in ^ 6 has the /-partition Δ = (x, x;

{Θ(P; x)}, 0; 0, {ψ(Q; x)}) and at any instance of an inference rule in ^ 6 , if the

lower sequent is /-partitionable then the upper sequent is /-partitionable.

It now remains for us to prove the following proposition. Let FV be

the set of all free variables in L and FV(@G) be the set of all free vari-

ables occurring in S6. Fix a one-one function / from FV2 into X such

that range (f) is infinite and range (f)^X—

PROPOSITION. Suppose that <3 is any subderivation of &69 and Δ =

(x,y; Γ^P), Γ2(Q); Θ^P), Θ2(Q)) is any I-partίtίon of the end-sequent of 9.

If Θi(P) is empty (resp. Θ2(Q) is empty), then there exists a formula φ in

Jί(P) such that:

( 1 ) each free variable in φ appears in fix, y),

( 2 ) the two sequents

Γ l (P) — > Ψ(f^_ ΐϊ ) and φ(f& » ) , Γ2(P) — > Θ2(P)

resp. <p(f(^y))> ΓX{P) > θι(P) and Γ2(P) >

are both provable in IL(P), where, ifx — (xu , xn} and y = (yu -,yn),

then f(x,y) = (f(xi,yd, - ,f(xn,yn)>, Ψ\ % ) denotes the formula ob-

tained from ψ by replacing each f(xί9 yz) by xt (1 < z < n). Similarly with

φίf(
x±y) \ Moreover, Γ2(P) and Θ2(P) are sets derived from Γ2(Q) and Θ2(Q)

respectively by replacing every occurrence of the predicate Q in each formula
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of Γ2(Q) and Θ2(Q) by the predicate P.

Proof of Proposition. The proof is by induction on the complexity of

Q}. When 3f is not an axiom sequent, we divide the proof into five cases

according to the last rule R of 3.

Case 1. R is one of the rules (w->), (~+w), (—1-+), (-*~~0, (Λ->), (->V),

(—>θ). In this case, our desired formula φ may be the formula itself ob-

tained via the induction hypothesis.

Case 2. R is one of the rules (-+Λ), (V->), (3->). In this case, our

desired formula ψ is the resulting from φu φ2 by connecting one of Λ, V,

Z), where ψu φ2 are formulas obtained from the induction hypothesis.

Case 3. R is an L(P, (J)-quantification rule. We only consider the

case R — (V->). 3 is of the form:

I *
R_F(x)9Γ

(yϋ)F(ϋ)9Γ—>Θ

Let Δ = <x, y; Γ^P), Γ2(Q); θx(P\ Θ2(Q)} be an /-partition of the lower

sequent (Vu)F(u), Γ -> θ. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

F9 (Vυ)F(υ) are not in Γ.

Subcase 3.1. (Vυ)F(υ) e Λ(P). Take Γί(P)/ = Γ^P) - {(Vυ)F(ι )}.

a) x e x Πy. ^ = <^^^, ?^Λ:; Λί^X U {F(x)}9 Γ2(Q); θx{P), Θ2(Q)} is an

/-partition of the upper sequent F(x), Γ->θ. From the induction hypothesis

on £ and Δf, we get a formula φ'(f(x, y), f(x, x)) in Jί(P) which satisfies

(1), (2) on Δ'. If θi(P) is empty (resp. Θ2(Q) is empty), therefore, the two

sequents

(K*y)KxxΆ and
x , x

resp.

and Γ2(P) - > ^ ' p ' S),/(x,*)\

are provable in IL(P). Hence it is enough to put φ = {Qv)ψ\f{x, y), v),

where the quantifier Q is defined as follows:

{3 (resp. V) if x e x — y

V (resp. 3) o.t.
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b) xexdy. By the induction hypothesis on £ and an /-partition
Δ' = <x, y; Γί(PY U {F(x)}, Γ2(Q); Θ^P), Θ2(Q)> of the upper sequent, we have
a formula ψ in Jί(P) which satisfies conditions (1), (2) on Δf and also con-
ditions (1), (2) on J.

Subcase 3.2. (yύ)F(υ) e Γ2(Q). Similar to subcase 3.1.

Case 4. R = (ψ) with ψ = (Vu)(lv)I(u, v) or (Vv)(lu)I(u, v). We may
assume that ψ = (Vα)(3u)/(α, u). Then ^ is of the form:

R I(x, z\ Γ > θ
Γ >θ

where z is different from x and it does not occur in Γ —> θ.
Let Δ = <x, 5; Γ^P), Γ2(Q); ̂ (P), Θ2(Q)> be an /-partition of the lower

sequent Γ-+Θ. Then Δ' = <x^x, y^^; Λ(P), A(Q); θi(P), Θ2(Q)> is an /-
partition of the upper sequent I(x, z), Γ -> θ. From the induction hypothesis
on if and zf, we get a formula φf(f{x, y), f(x, z)) in ^ ( P ) such that con-
ditions (1), (2) on Δ' hold. By the condition (2) on Δ\ if ΘX(P) is empty
(resp. Θ2(Q) is empty), then two sequents

and
y

resp.

and Γ2(P)

are both provable in /L(P). Take φ = (3v)φ'(f(x, y), v) (resp. p = (Vf)^r

(/(x, j), f)). This formula ^ is the desired one.

Case 5. R = (ψ)* with ψ is of type (F, G). We may assume that B
is of the form:

\ e> a \ jP JP

p Γ • a = ά' Γ • b = b' Γ • F(a) Γ, G(b) • θ

Γ — > θ

where I(a\ b') ^ Γ and α, a\ 6, fc' are sequences of free variables with the
same length n.

Let Δ = (x9y;Γι(P)9Γi(Q);θι(P)9θ2(Q)y be an /-partition of Γ ^ θ .
Then a! c: x and 67 c j . Let I be a repetition-free enumeration of the
elements of a U b - x U y. Then 4 = < x ^ , J ^ z ; Γί(P), Γ2(Q); {a = α;}, 0>,
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A = <* Λ s , y-z; Λ(P), Λ(Q); 0, {5 = &'}>, J 3 = <x~z, y~z; Λ(P), Γ2(Q);

{F(α)},0>, d4^<βc^z9y^z;Γι(P)9ΓI(Q)Ό{G(b)};θ1(P)9θi(Q)y are /-parti-

tions of Sj = Γ -> δ = α', S2 = Γ -> 6 = 6', S3 = Γ -> F(α) and S, = Γ, G(6)

-> θ, respectively. For each 1 < i < 4, by the induction hypothesis on <?<

and the end-sequent Si9 we get a formula ^ in Jί(JP) which satisfies the

conditions (1), (2) on Δt. Hence the following sequents are provable in

IUP).

ψt(z), Γ^P) > a = 3 ' , Γ2ι

φ'lz), Γ,(P) — • 6 = 6 ' ;

and if βi(P) is empty (resp, Θ2(Q) is empty) then

> P 4(g), φ'lz), Γt(P), F(b) — > Θ2(P)

(resp. P4(2), Γ,(P) — > Θ,(P) , P^P), F(b) — > ^

where (̂g) = Ψι(f% ^'f^Λ and f,{(g) = J ^ 5 ί ) ' ^ 2 > ) for each
\ x 9 z / \ y , z j

1 < i < 4. If we take ^ as the formula obtained from φ2 Λ ^4 Λ (#>i Λ ^3

. 3 . F(f(a\ £/))) on binding all members of f(z, e) by the quantifier 3 or V,

then 9 is our desired formula in Jt{P).

Our proof of Proposition is here completed and so our proof of Main

theorem.

§4. T(P) does not define P explicitly up to disjunction

We cannot hope that the condition (1) in the Main theorem and the

following condition:

( 3 ) T{P)Y-IUP) V ? . I ( V U ) ( P ( U ) Ξ ^ ( Ϊ / ) ) for some formulas ψl{x\ ••-,

φn(x) in L

are equivalent.

COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let T(P) = {(Vu)(P(u) = (R(u) z> (lϋ)(P(ϋ) A R(υ))))9

where R is a unary predicate in L. In this case, condition (1) holds by

our Main theorem but condition (3) does not holds as follows. For

simplicity, we denote the single element of T(P) by T(P) itself. Assume

that

< 1 > KZL(P) T(P) > V (yu) (P(u) = φt(u)),
ί = l

where ψx{x), , φn(x) are formulas in L. Since two sentences
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T(P) = V(u)(P(u). 3 . R(ύ) 3 (3ϋ)(P(ϋ) Λ R(v)))

A (Vu)(R(u) 3 (3υ)(P(y) Λ R(v)). ZD . P(u))

and

(Vu)(P(u). 3 . R(u)^(lv)(P(v) A R(v)))

are provable in IL(P), we get

\-IUP)(Vu)(R(u) 3 (lv)(P(v) A R(v)) . 3 . P(u)) > V (Vw)(P(κ) = P ί(«)).
ί = l

Put #(P) = (Vu)(R(u) D (3u)(P(u)Λi?(u)). Z) . P(u)). Then iί(P) is a Harrop

formula (see [5]) and so, for some 1 < ί < n

Let x be a free variable. From <2>, the following two sequents are provable

in IL(P):

<3> H(P), P{x)-^Ψί{x),

<4> H(P),Ψi(x) >P(x).

Hence we can easily show that φ^x) is provable in IL(P) by replacing all

the occurrences of P(*) by J in a derivation with end-sequent <3> and

next applying cut rules. Hence, the following sequent is provable in IL(P),

< 5 > H(P) • <yu)P(u).

On the other hand, it is obvious that the sequent <5> is unprovable even

in the classical logic which includes P as a predicate constant. This is

a contradiction. Therefore, our assumption <1> does not hold.
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